
RELEASED FEBRUARY 2019  

Supplies Needed  

Club Couture™ Transfer: Oh Snap!  

Chalkology™ Paste Singles: Storm, Wild Berry, and Forget-Me-Not 

Tools: Small Squeegee  

Surface: Couture Gallery™ Aiden Style White Framed Board  (9" × 12") 

Permanent Marker  

Optional: Bright White Chalkology™ Paste from Club Couture™ Kickstart Kit  

Color and Placement for Club Couture™: Oh Snap!  

Camera: Near top left in Forget-Me-Not  

Oh Snap!: Centered on board in Wild Berry 

 Line accents: Top left of camera and bottom right of Oh Snap!  
in Storm 

 Collect Moments banner: Bottom center in Storm (or Bright White  
if available). 

Flash accent: Top right over camera flash in Storm (or Bright White 
if available) 

HOW TO OH SNAP!
CLUB COUTURE™ PROJECT

HOW TO OH SNAP! 02/2019

Follow these instructions to complete Club Couture™ project. 

1.  Prepare your board by wiping it clean of any debris or dust. 

2.  Prepare your Chalk Transfer™ by removing it from the packaging 
and cut apart the individual elements. Label the backer papers with 
marker to correspond with the image to expedite cleanup.  

3.  When you remove the backer from the Transfer screen, be sure to 
“fuzz” each element to gentle the adhesive by sticking the adhesive 
screen to a terry cloth towel to pick up a bit of lint before applying 
it to your board. 

4.  Position your desired Transfer element and smooth to adhere to 
your surface, ensuring there are no bubbles. 

5.  Prepare your Chalkology™ Paste by tearing off corners of the Paste 
Single packets and squeezing desired amounts onto dish or other 
palette surface.

6.  Use a generous amount of Chalkology™ Paste on the Small 
Squeegee and smooth it over the Transfer element (see color and 
placement suggestions above).

7.  Once the screen portion of the design is completely covered, 
squeegee the excess paste off as evenly as possible and scrape 
unused paste back into the jar or palette. The more excess paste 
you remove, the better the result.  

8.  Carefully peel back the Transfer before the paste dries and 
immediately put it in water to clean thoroughly. Once clean, let  
dry with sticky-side-up.  

9.  For best results, wash and dry each Transfer element and the 
Squeegee before reusing.  

10.  Repeat these basic techniques as you proceed with each element 
of your design. Allow sufficient dry time of your surface (or use  
a hair dryer to speed drying) before layering subsequent steps. 

11.  Once all the Transfer elements are clean and dry, reapply all 
backers and store flat. 


